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The one- and two-photon scattering matrix S is obtained analytically for a one-dimensional waveguide and
a pointlike scatterer with N excited levels (generalized V-type atom). We argue that the two-photon scattering
matrix contains sufficient information to distinguish between different level structures which are equivalent for
single-photon scattering, such as a V atom with N = 2 excited levels and two two-level systems. In particular,
we show that the scattering with the V-type atom exhibits a destructive interference effect leading to two-photon
coupled-resonator-induced transparency, where the nonlinear part of the two-photon scattering matrix vanishes
when each incident photon fulfills a single-photon condition for transparency.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The theoretical study of the scattering of photons by isolated
few-level systems is now an essential tool for describing
transport experiments using photons interacting with systems
such as quantum dots or atoms in photonic crystals [1–3],
superconducting qubits in open transmission lines [4–6],
or atoms in dielectric waveguides [7]. The challenges and
possibilities offered by experiments with multiphoton wave
packets have motivated the development of new techniques
for solving the dynamics associated with strong light-matter
interactions. Consequently, there has been significant progress
from the initial works based on few-photon wave functions
[8,9], going from real-space calculations [10–12], Green’s-
function-based techniques [13,14], or input-output theory [15],
to field-theoretical methods [16,17], as well as numerical
approaches [18–23]. These techniques open the door to the
study of multiphoton processes and nonlinear phenomena in
many-qubit systems, the properties of collectively emitted and
nonclassical states of light, or the engineering of photon-
mediated interactions and collective dissipative dynamics.
In this paper we study the scattering properties of one and
two photons traveling in a one-dimensional (1D) waveguide
and impinging on a multilevel quantum system. In particular,
we focus on a generalized V-level scheme, consisting of a
single ground state that can be excited to N different states
which are uncoupled among them [cf. Fig. 1(a)], which we
will denote as the V(N) atom. The case N = 1 describes a
two-level system (2LS), and the caseN = 2 describes a V atom
(which can be either an actual atom or an effective one, e.g.,
made with inductively coupled transmons [24]). Beyond these
cases, the V(N)-level structure describes many atomic spectra.
For instance, the ground state |0〉 can represent one hyperfine
state whose excitation is constrained, due to different selection
rules, to a subset of atomic states {|i〉}Ni=1 depending on the
polarization properties of the incoming light. Also, a V(N) atom
can describe N different two-level systems influenced by a
blockade mechanism that prevents the simultaneous excitation
of two or more absorbers [cf. Fig. 1(b)], a feature characteristic
of Rydberg atoms used in various quantum information and
quantum simulation tasks [25–27].
We also compare the scattering properties in the N = 2 case
with those for two independent 2LS. The scattering of a single
photon by a V atom is the same as by two collocated 2LS.
In particular, in both situations, the single-photon scattering
presents the so-called coupled-resonator-induced transparency
(CRIT). In this phenomenon, similar to electromagnetically
induced transparency (EIT) [28], perfect photon transmission
occurs due to Fano-type interference between virtual transi-
tions to the coupled levels in the resonators [29]. However,
we show that there are significant differences between the
two-photon resonance fluorescence arising from scattering by
a V(N) atom and that from scattering by two collocated 2LS.
For instance, scattering by a V(N) atom presents two-photon
CRIT, while that by the collocated 2LS does not.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we
introduce the Hamiltonian for photons propagating in a one-
dimensional waveguide interacting with a V(N) atom. In Sec. III
we develop the single-photon and two-photon scattering theory
for this model, using the input-output formalism. Section IV
applies our results to a number of idealized experiments. In
Sec. IV A we compare the single- and two-photon scattering
by a V atom with that by two 2LS. We show that only
the two-photon spectrum distinguishes between both cases.
Section IV B takes this idea further and demonstrates that
the two-photon scattering spectrum by a V(N) atom presents
instances of perfect transmission and no nonlinearity. These
situations arise from a destructive interference phenomenon
that mimics that of single-photon CRIT.
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FIG. 1. (a) V(N) atom. We study a pointlike particle interacting
with a continuum of propagating modes. The quantum impurity
has N excited levels with energies i , i = 1 . . . N , and decay
rates γi , which we use to parametrize the light-matter interaction.
(b) The previous level structure can be a good approximation for N
two-level systems presenting a blockade mechanism [25–27], where
the excited states σ+i |0〉 of the respective atoms or qubits have a
strong repulsive interaction, EB  γi , thus preventing simultaneous
multiple excitations.
II. MODEL AND INPUT-OUTPUT THEORY
Our model considers photons propagating in a one-
dimensional waveguide, interacting with a pointlike scatterer
characterized by N + 1 discrete quantum levels (N excited
levels and the ground state) (cf. Fig. 1). This situation is
an extension to the N = 1 case considered in Ref. [15].
Following that work, we use two common approximations.
First, we linearize the dispersion relation of photons around the
energy of the incoming photons ω0, ω(k)  ω0 + vg|k ∓ k0|
for right- and left-moving photons, respectively. Here, k0 is the
momentum such that ω(±k0) = ω0 and vg is the group velocity
at k = ±k0. We will set the zero of energies at ω0. In addition,
we will refer our momentum to the reference momentum ±k0
for right- and left-moving photons, respectively. Then, we can
rewrite the dispersion relation as ω(k) = vg|k|. Second, the
interaction (dipole) Hamiltonian between the photon and the
scatterer is treated within the rotating-wave approximation
(RWA), which preserves the number of excitations. These
approximations are excellent when the photon frequency is far
from a band edge and the coupling strength is much smaller
than the excitation energy.
The Hamiltonian then reads ( = 1)
H =
N∑
n=1
n |n〉 〈n| +
∑
s∈±
∫ ∞
−∞
ω a†sωasω dω
+
∑
s=±
N∑
n=1
gsn√
vg
∫ ∞
−∞
(σ+n asω + σ−n a†sω)dω. (1)
Here, σ+n = |n〉 〈0| and σ−n = |0〉 〈n| are ladder operators
for the generalized V atom, s ∈ {±} represents the two
directions of propagation of the photons, and asω is the bosonic
annihilation operator for a photon with energy ω and direction
s. The excitation energies are denoted by n, and gsn are
the coupling strengths of the corresponding transitions. Notice
that the integration range has been extended from −∞ to +∞,
which is valid if the energies of the incident photons are close
enough to the linearization point ω0 [30]. From now on, we
will assume the integrals always go from −∞ to ∞ and we
will drop the integration limits.
Notice that this Hamiltonian contemplates the possibility
of dissimilar couplings from the emitter to left-moving and
right-moving photons. This is interesting in its own right, as
the waveguide could be chiral and allows the propagation in
only one direction. It is also interesting as a theoretical device,
as the scattering properties in the nonchiral case (g+n = g−n)
can be related to those of the chiral one (g−n = 0, g+n = gn)
[15], which are easier to compute because the latter involves
a single branch of photons. We will follow this approach,
performing first the calculations for a chiral waveguide and
explicitly providing the results for the nonchiral case later on.
As we will just consider one kind of photon, we will have
just one set of bosonic operators for the chiral computations,
aω. Besides, if we take length units such that vg = 1, the
dispersion relation is ω(k) = k. Therefore, we can use either
ω or k without distinction. Following Ref. [15], we write all
the expressions in terms of k.
The Heisenberg equations for the atom and photon opera-
tors with the chiral model read
i∂tak(t) = kak(t) +
N∑
n=1
gnσ
−
n (t), (2)
i∂tσ
−
n (t) = nσ−n (t) +
N∑
m=1
∫
gm cmn(t)ak(t)dk, (3)
where the operators cmn := δmn |0〉 〈0| − σ+m σ−n .
In order to extract the scattering properties, the
in-out formalism introduces the asymptotic free fields
ain(t) := 1/
√
2π
∫∞
0 dkak(t0)e−ik(t−t0) and aout(t) := 1/
√
2π∫∞
0 dkak(t1)e−ik(t−t1), where t0 → −∞ and t1 → ∞ [31].
Following the derivations in Ref. [15] for the case of a 2LS,
mutatis mutandis, the “out” fields in the case of general N
are related to the “in” fields through the time evolution of the
ladder operators
aout(t) = ain(t) − i
N∑
n=1
√
2γn σ−n (t), (4)
where γn = πg2n is the spontaneous emission rate of the nth
transition (|n〉 → |0〉) coupled to the chiral waveguide. In turn,
the dynamics of the ladder operators is governed by
i∂tσ
−
n (t) =
N∑
m=1
Anm σ
−
m (t) +
N∑
m=1
√
2γm cmn(t),ain(t), (5)
with the matrix Anm := nδnm − i√γnγm.
III. SCATTERING MATRIX
The scattering matrix is defined as the operator that con-
nects states in the asymptotic past with states in the asymptotic
future, situations when the photons are not interacting with the
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scatterer. If UI is the evolution operator in the interaction
picture, the scattering matrix is defined as Sc = UI (t1 →
∞,t0 → −∞), where the superscript “c” refers to the chiral
case.
One of the advantages of the input-output formalism is that
it directly provides the connection between those asymptotic
states. In what follows, we make use of that connection to
relate the scattering matrix elements to the coherences and the
excited state population of the scatterer.
A. Single-photon scattering
In Ref. [15] the relation between Sc and the input-output
theory has been established. The amplitude for the transition
from an input state with momentum k into an outgoing state
with momentum p, Scpk , is given by the expectation value
Scpk = 〈0|aout(p)a†in(k)|0〉 , (6)
where aout(p) = 1/
√
2π
∫
dt aout(t)eipt is the Fourier trans-
form of the output field. Similarly, a†in(k) is the Fourier
transform of the input field a†in(t).
Equation (4) gives
Scpk = δ(p − k) − i
N∑
n=1
√
2γn 〈0|σ−n (p)|k〉 , (7)
where
〈0|σ−n (p)|k〉 :=
∫
eipt√
2π
〈0|σ−n (t)|k〉 dt, (8)
and |k〉 := a†in(k) |0〉 is the input state with momentum k. The
dynamics of the matrix elements of σ−n (t) is obtained by using
Eq. (5) and 〈0|ain(t)|k〉 = e−ikt /
√
2π :
i∂t 〈0|σ−n (t)|k〉 =
N∑
m=1
Anm 〈0|σ−m (t)|k〉 +
√
2γn
e−ikt√
2π
. (9)
This equation can be integrated formally. Introducing the
solution in Eq. (7),
Scpk = tck δ(k − p), (10)
tck = 1 − i
N∑
n=1
√
2γn snk , (11)
snk =
N∑
m=1
√
2γm[(k − A)−1]nm, (12)
where the effect of the occupation of the excited levels in the
atom affects the transmission through snk = 〈0|σ−n (p)|k〉.
The limit of a qubit (N = 1) can be trivially recovered. In
this case, A is not a matrix, but just a number and
sk =
√
2γ
k −  + iγ , (13)
tck = 1 − i
√
2γ sk = k −  − iγ
k −  + iγ . (14)
As mentioned, the scattering coefficients in the nonchiral
case can be obtained from the chiral ones. The nonchiral
transmission coefficient is tk = (tck + 1)/2, while the reflection
coefficient is rk = tk − 1 [15]. It is essential that the decay rates
γn used in previous expressions are those of the nonchiral
waveguide. This point deserves clarification: In terms of the
microscopic parameters in a real system, the decay rates in a
nonchiral waveguide are γ non-cn = 2πg2n, where the factor of
2 appears because the excitation can couple to two different
photon branches (left and right). A chiral waveguide supports
only one-photon branch and γ cn = πg2n. However, in the
calculation of the scattering matrix in the nonchiral case
(characterized for a set of {gn}) we have used an auxiliary
chiral system where coupling occurs only in one channel (the
symmetric channel), with an effective coupling √2gn. So, in
this auxiliary chiral system the decay rates are (√2gn)2π ,
which coincide with those in the real nonchiral case.
With this, we obtain for the one-photon scattering matrix
of the V(N) atom,
tk = 1 − i
N∑
n=1
√
γn
2
snk . (15)
For N = 2, these results coincide with those already published
[32,33].
B. Two-photon scattering
1. Chiral scattering matrix for arbitrary N
Using the same ideas, we can also compute the two-photon
chiral scattering matrix
Scp1p2k1k2 = 〈0|aout(p1)aout(p2)a†in(k1)a†in(k2)|0〉 . (16)
By introducing the identity
∫
a
†
in(k) |0〉 〈0| ain(k)dk between
aout(p1) and aout(p2), and following Ref. [15], we obtain
Scp1p2k1k2 = tcp1δ(p1 − k1)δ(p2 − k2)
+ tcp1δ(p1 − k2)δ(p2 − k1)
− itcp1
N∑
n=1
√
2γn 〈p1|σ−n (p2)|k1k2〉 . (17)
The computation of 〈p1|σ−n (p2)|k1k2〉 requires some algebraic
manipulations and is described in the Appendix. Here we
present the final result. The two-photon Sc matrix is the sum
of a linear contribution [product of tck coefficients, given by
(11)] and a nonlinear one,
Scp1p2k1k2 = tcp1 tcp2 [δ(p1 − k1)δ(p2 − k2) + (k1 ↔ k2)]
+ iT cp1p2k1k2δ(p1 + p2 − k1 − k2). (18)
The nonlinear term T c is responsible for the fluorescence
spectrum where the individual energy of each photon is not
conserved but the total energy is. It reads
T cp1p2k1k2 =
tcp1
2π
N∑
n=1
√
2γnsnp2
N∑
m=1
(
smp1
)∗(
smk1 + smk2
)
+ t
c
p1
2π
N∑
n=1
snp2
(
snk1 + snk2
) N∑
m=1
√
2γm
(
smp1
)∗
. (19)
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This particular expression will be useful later on. However, it
is not evident that it is symmetric under the exchange p1 ↔
p2 or k1 ↔ k2, as it should be. After some manipulations,
described in the Appendix, we arrive at an expression where
these exchange symmetries are clearly visible,
T cp1p2k1k2 =
2
π
1(
1 + iαp1
)(
1 + iαp2
)
×
(
αp2βp1k1 + αp1βp2k1
1 + iαk1
+ αp2βp1k2 + αp1βp2k2
1 + iαk2
)
,
(20)
with
αk =
N∑
n=1
γn
1
k − n , βkp =
N∑
n=1
γn
1
k − n
1
p − n . (21)
As a check, notice that Eq. (18) satisfies the general
structure that the two-photon scattering matrix should have
according to the cluster decomposition principle [34,35], a
term that indicates conservation of the energy of the individual
photons (containing two delta functions) and another term
that only conserves total energy (the term with a single delta
function). Also, the result previously obtained for N = 1
[15], T cp1p2k1k2 = (
√
2γ /π )sp2sp1 (sk1 + sk2 ), is recovered by
our calculation.
2. Chiral scattering matrix for N = 2
Even though the previous expressions must be computed
numerically in general, the case of a V atom (N = 2)
admits a simple analytical expression with two contributions,
T cp1p2k1k2 = T c1p1p2k1k2 + T c2p1p2k1k2 , given by
T c1p1p2k1k2 =
√
2
π
2∑
n=1
√
γn s
n
p1
snp2
(
snk1 + snk2
)
, (22)
T c2p1p2k1k2 =
1√
2π
2∑
n=1
snp1s
n¯
p2
2∑
m=1
√
γm¯
(
smk1 + smk2
)
, (23)
where we have defined n¯ = 2 if n = 1, and n¯ = 1 if n = 2,
and
snk =
√
2γn
k − n¯
(k − 1 + iγ1)(k − 2 + iγ2) + γ1γ2 . (24)
For completeness, let us recall that the two-photon scatter-
ing matrix for the case of two collocated 2LS can be written in
a similar way, with the same T c1p1p2k1k2 but with an expression
for T c2p1p2k1k2 given by [36]
T c2p1p2k1k2 = −
i√
2π
2∑
n=1
snp1s
n
p2
2∑
m=1
√
γm¯
(
smk1 + smk2
)
×
√
γ1γ2
k1 + k2 − 1 − 2 + iγ1 + iγ2 . (25)
3. Scattering matrix in the nonchiral case
All formulas above have been derived for the chiral case,
in which there is only one family of propagating photons with
positive momenta, k > 0. The result for a nonchiral medium
with left- and right-moving photons can be obtained from the
chiral one as [15]
Tp1p2k1k2 = 14T c|p1||p2|k1k2 , (26)
with the prescription that when computing the nonchiral T the
decay rates used in the expression for T c should be those of
the nonchiral system (as discussed at the end of Sec. III A).
4. Flat band
The formulas above are also valid in the limit N  1.
This situation may describe, for instance, an ensemble of N
ultracold atoms which suffer from Rydberg Blockade [25–27],
where only one of the atoms may absorb a photon at a given
time and all other excitations are suppressed [cf. Fig. 1(b)]. In
this situation, the scattering formulas provide a very compact
way of estimating the coupling strength to the ensemble.
In particular, it is well known that in the symmetric limit,
in which there is no significant inhomogeneous broadening
(thus all n ≈ ) and all spontaneous emission rates are
very approximately equal (γn ≈ γ ), the system behaves as
a “fat” two-level system, with a bosonic enhancement of
the spontaneous emission rate. This fundamental result is
recovered from Eq. (20), which automatically gives α(N)k =
Nα
(1)
k , i.e., γ (N) = Nγ .
IV. DISCUSSION
The following sections deal with various applications of the
scattering formulas in the nonchiral case, where g−n = g+n in
(1). We begin by comparing a V atom with two collocated
2LS. We show that, while single-photon scattering cannot
distinguish both experimental setups, remarkable differences
appear in their two-photon scattering. We also show that a
V(N)-level scheme exhibits CRIT in the two-photon scattering
spectrum, i.e., for some values of the incoming photon energies
the two-photon transmission is perfect and all nonlinear
phenomena cancel out due to destructive interference.
A. Two-photon fluorescence
We use the previous expressions in order to analyze
how much information can be extracted from a two-photon
spectroscopy. For this, we concentrate on the N = 2 case (a V
atom) and, for simplicity, consider that both excitations have
the same spontaneous emission rate, γ1 = γ2 = γ = 1, which
thus sets the unit of energy. Without loss of generality, we
assume  ≡ 1 = −2, which means that we have chosen
the zero of energy to be located at (1 + 2)/2.
Let us recall that the single-photon transmission [see
Eq. (15)] vanishes when the photon energy matches an excita-
tion energy in the scatterer [8,9,37]. Two-photon transmission
spectroscopy may provide extra information, beyond revealing
the excitation energies. If any, this effect should be contained
in the nonlinear part of the scattering matrix, Tp1p2k1k2 . In
order to analyze the two-photon scattering by a V atom it
is convenient to compare it with that by two collocated 2LS,
which has already been discussed in Ref. [36]. Notice that the
single-photon scattering is identical in these two cases because
they present the same single excitation manifold [see the level
structures in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)].
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FIG. 2. Real and imaginary part of the single-particle poles of
the scattering matrix as a function of  ≡ 1 = −2. These results
apply to both scattering by a V atom and by two collocated 2LS. We
have assumed that γ1 = γ2 = γ .
The analysis of the results is facilitated by the knowledge
of the poles of Tp1p2k1k2 . For both the V atom and the
two collocated 2LS, Tp1p2k1k2 presents poles at the same
spectral positions as the single-particle scattering amplitudes
snk , Eqs. (22), (23), and (25). There are two kinds of single-
particle poles, corresponding to scattering through the states
|±〉 = 1√
2
(|1〉 ± |2〉) [see Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)], which form a
basis spanning the two single excitations of the scatterers. The
spectral position of these poles as a function of  is shown in
Fig. 2. Two regimes can be differentiated: When  > γ , the
two excitations essentially behave as independent ones. They
are spectrally located at approximately ± and present an
amplitude decay rate that coincides with the “bare” rate γ . For
 < γ , the two excitations hybridize, leading to a superradiant
and a subradiant state, both of them spectrally located at the
average frequency of the two bare excitations. Additionally, the
scattering by two 2LS give rise to a “collective” two-photon
pole at k1 + k2 = 1 + 2 + i(γ1 + γ2) [36], which is not
present in the case of scattering by a V atom.
A representative set of results is shown in Fig. 3, where
we plot |Tp1p2k1k2 |2 as a function of both δk = (k1 − k2)/2
and δp = (p1 − p2)/2. Each panel considers different total
frequencies of the incident photons, δE := k1 + k2, and
excitation energies, ±. The left panels show the results
for the V atom, while the right panels render the ones for
the two collocated 2LS. In all panels, the fourfold rotational
symmetry of |Tp1p2k1k2 |2 arises from a combination of the
indistinguishability of the photons (which makes Sp1p2k1k2
invariant under the interchange k1 ↔ k2 orp1 ↔ p2) and time-
reversal symmetry (which makes Sp1p2k1k2 = Sk1k2p1p2 [38]).
Let us first discuss the case where the two incoming
photons cannot be in resonance with both single-particle states,
that is, when |k1 + k2 − 1 − 2| > 0. An analysis of this
case shows that the intensity for fluorescence |Tp1p2k1k2 |2 is
FIG. 3. Intensity for resonance fluorescence: |Tp1p2k1k2 |2 in units
of 1/γ 2 for a V atom (left panels) and two collocated 2LS (right
panels); see the level structures drawn on the top. In all cases, γ1 =
γ2 = γ and 1 = −2 ≡ . We define δE ≡ k1 + k2. (a) and (b)
schematically show the level structures. In (c) and (d),  = 1.5γ and
δE = 3γ . In (e) and (f),  = 0.5γ and δE = 3γ . In (g) and (h),
 = 0 and δE = 3γ , and in (i) and (j),  = γ and δE = 0.
maximum when one of the incoming photons and one of the
outgoing photons are resonant with one of the single-photon
transitions. Depending on the difference between the bare
excitation energies, we can differentiate two situations. The
first one is when the excitation levels are essentially uncoupled:
 > γ . This instance is represented in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). Res-
onances occur at photon energies ≈ ± , and decay with a rate
γ (see Fig. 2). In terms of δk and δp this implies that |Tp1p2k1k2 |2
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is maximum for δp = ±δk = ±(δE − 2)/2 (which, in the
case represented in the figure, implies δp = δk = 0). The
second situation appears when the excitation energies strongly
couple, i.e., when  < γ . Now, both single-photon transitions
occur at zero energy, and thus the two-photon resonance
appears at δp = ±δk = ±δE/2. One of the transitions is super-
radiant, while the other one is subradiant and shows up as a nar-
row peak in the intensity for resonance fluorescence [Figs. 3(e)
and 3(f)]. As  → 0, the spectral width of the subradiant state
narrows but, additionally, its coupling to the incoming photons
vanishes when γ1 = γ2. In the limit  = 0 [shown in Figs. 3(g)
and 3(h)], |−〉 is a dark state and the V atom is exactly mapped
into a single 2LS, with a single excited state given by |+〉 and
a modified spontaneous emission rate 2γ . The fluorescence
is only due to the superradiant state and, correspondingly,
the maximum fluorescence is now much smaller than when
the subradiant state dominates. The two 2LS are mapped to a
three-level atom, with excited states |+〉 and |11〉, and cascaded
transitions with equal excitation energies. The existence of the
two-photon state in the two 2LS diminishes the photon-photon
interaction with respect to that of the V atom.
This analysis shows that in the nonresonant case the
difference between the fluorescence of the V atom and the pair
of 2LS is quantitative. The nonlinearity is higher for the V
atom, because it is more sensitive to saturation effects than the
pair of 2LS.
A different situation arises when both incoming photons
may be in resonance with the two single-photon transitions,
i.e., when k1 + k2 = 0. Then, the two 2LS can simultaneously
scatter two photons and the nonlinear contribution to the
scattering matrix vanishes [36] [see Fig. 3(j)]. In contrast,
the V atom does not present the doubly excited state |11〉
and the fluorescence cannot be quenched. The intensity of
resonance fluorescence is maximum when the energies of each
incoming photon equal those of the excitations in the V atom
[see Fig. 3(i)].
Notice, however, that fluorescence quenching, Tp1p2k1k2 =
0, also appears in the scattering by the V atom, when δk = 0
and δp = 0. We explain this effect in the following section.
Lastly, note that we have considered two collocated
2LS which do not interact each other. The presence of a
dipole-dipole interaction can be straightforwardly taken into
account as two interacting 2LS can be mapped to a new
pair of independent 2LS with modified energies and coupling
constants. Thus, any pair of interacting collocated 2LS has a
corresponding V atom with the same effective energies and
coupling constants.
B. Two-photon CRIT interference
The coupling of a single propagating photon to two or
more resonant transitions can produce situations where the
transmission is perfect, a phenomenon denoted as coupled-
resonator-induced transparency [29]. According to Eq. (15),
perfect single-photon transmission occurs whenever the input
frequency matches the condition
N∑
n=1
√
γj s
n
k = 0. (27)
FIG. 4. Intensity for resonance fluorescence: |Tp1p2k1k2 |2 in units
of 1/γ 2, with fixed k1 = k2,1CRIT, vs k2 − k2,1CRIT and δp for (a) N = 2
and (b) N = 3. We fix γj = γ and j+1 − j = γ . The solid white
lines represent k2 = k2,1CRIT in the left panel, and k2 = k3,1CRIT (bottom)
and k2 = k3,2CRIT (top) in the right panel. The dashed white lines render
the condition for the individual conservation of both photon energies,
p1 = k1 and p2 = k2, or vice versa.
This condition can be recast into a (N − 1)-degree polynomial
in k, with N − 1 roots, kN,nCRIT (n = 1, . . . ,N − 1). For the N =
2 case, the condition for transparency is
k
2,1
CRIT =
γ21 + γ12
γ1 + γ2 . (28)
The computed two-photon scattering matrix allows the
study of the conditions which lead to the vanishing of the non-
linear term Tp1p2k1k2 , which is responsible for both fluorescence
and photon-photon interactions. Previous studies have found
fluorescence quenching for the two-photon power spectrum
in a V atom (N = 2) illuminated with classical light [39],
and also in the case of a driven λ system when the incoming
photons satisfy the single-photon CRIT condition [40].
For the case of a V(N) atom, it is easy to show thatTp1p2k1k2 =
0 whenever each incoming photon satisfies a single-photon
CRIT condition. For this, we first consider that the outgoing
photons satisfy p1 = kN,jCRIT and p2 = kN,lCRIT. Then, introducing
the CRIT condition Eq. (27) in Eq. (19), we obtain Tp1p2k1k2 =
0, for any pair of incoming photons and that particular channel
for outgoing photons. As time-reversal symmetry implies
Tp1p2k1k2 = Tk1k2p1p2 , we obtain Tp1p2k1k2 = 0 whenever the
incoming photons satisfy the single-photon CRIT conditions,
for any value of the outgoing photon energies. Notice that
this derivation also applies to the driven λ atom as, in the
system eigenbasis |±〉, it can be mapped to a V atom. This
fluorescence quenching is shown in Fig. 4, where we represent
|Tp1p2k1k2 |2, for both N = 2 and N = 3, when one input photon
frequency is taken at kN,1CRIT, while the frequency of the other
incoming photon frequency varies. We already saw this effect
in Fig. 3(i). In that case, the CRIT condition for the input
photons is fulfilled for k1 = k2, so Tp1p2k1k2 = 0 for δk = 0. In
the same way, Tp1p2k1k2 also vanishes when the output energies
satisfy δp = 0.
If one of the photons is not at a CRIT condition,
photon-photon interactions emerge, being maximal when the
individual energies of the outgoing photons coincide with those
of the incoming ones (dashed lines in Fig. 4), as explained in
the previous section.
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FIG. 5. Intensity for resonance fluorescence: |Tkkkk|2, with fixed
k = k2,1CRIT, as a function of γ1, for both a V atom (blue, solid curve)
and two 2LS (red, dashed). We have taken  = γ2. Notice that
fluorescence quenching only occurs at γ1 = γ2 for the two 2LS, but
it always vanishes at the two-photon CRIT condition for the V atom.
Notice that the statement that fluorescence is quenched
in a two-photon scattering process whenever both incident
photons satisfy a CRIT condition, which occurs for a V(N)
atom, does not necessarily apply to all possible scatterers.
A counterexample is the case of two collocated 2LS. There,
fluorescence quenching occurs when the total energy of the
incoming photons is equal to the sum of the excitation energies
(k1 + k2 = 1 + 2), but only when both 2LS couple equally
to the waveguide (γ1 = γ2) [36]. As shown in Fig. 5, if these
couplings are unequal, the two 2LS present a nonvanishing
resonance fluorescence when the incoming photons are at
individual CRIT conditions, k = k2,1CRIT. The chosen output
frequencies are also k, but this is irrelevant, as other choices
would only change the intensity of the fluorescence, but not
the overall dependence on γ1/γ2. In contrast, in the V case, the
fluorescence is not generally quenched when the total energy
of the incoming photons is equal to the sum of the excitation
energies. But, when each of the two incoming (or outgoing)
photons is in single-photon CRIT conditions, both of them
are transmitted with unit amplitude and the fluorescence is
quenched, even for dissimilar couplings of the excitations to
the waveguide (see Fig. 5).
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this work we have developed the single- and two-photon
scattering theory for a V(N)-level scatterer coupled to either a
chiral or a nonchiral waveguide. We have highlighted that two-
photon spectroscopy can characterize different level structures
that would be indistinguishable in a single-photon experiment.
Besides, we have introduced the concept of two-photon CRIT.
We have shown that in the V(N)-atom structure the two-photon
resonance fluorescence is completely quenched when each
photon is in a single-photon CRIT condition. This can be
understood as the quantum version for the phenomenon of
fluorescence quenching which occurs when driving a V atom
with classical light [39]. These effects can be seen in the
laboratory with state-of-the-art technologies in systems such
as atoms with a V-level structure, or collections of Rydberg
atoms where a blockade mechanism prevents simultaneous
multiexcitation.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE TWO-PHOTON
CHIRAL SCATTERING MATRIX
Our derivation follows along the lines described in
Ref. [15]. Here, we sketch the major deviations from that
reference. The crucial element in the scattering matrix is the
Fourier transform of the off-diagonal element of the scatterer
between different input and output states, Eq. (17):
〈p1|σ−n (p2)|k1k2〉
:=
∫
eip2t√
2π
〈0|ain(p1)σ−n (t)a†in(k1)a†in(k2)|0〉 dt. (A1)
The equations for the integrand can be found from Eq. (5),
i∂t 〈p1|σ−n (t)|k1k2〉 =
N∑
m=1
Anm 〈p1|σ−m (t)|k1k2〉
+
N∑
m=1
√
2γm 〈p1|cmn(t)ain(t)|k1k2〉 .
(A2)
The second term in this equation can be simplified as a
transition amplitude between single-photon states
〈p1|cmn(t)ain(t)|k1k2〉 = 〈p1|cmn(t)|k1〉 e
−ik2t
√
2π
+ (k1 ↔ k2).
(A3)
We now expand cmn(t),
〈p|cmn(t)|k〉 = δmn 〈p|1 −
∑
l
σ+l (t)σ−l (t)|k〉
− 〈p|σ+m (t)σ−n (t)|k〉 , (A4)
and use the relation
〈p|σ+m (t)σ−n (t)|k〉 =
ei(p−k)t
2π
(
smp
)∗
snk . (A5)
We define v(t) as a vector whose entries are vn(t) =
〈p1|σ−n (t)|k1k2〉. In terms of these quantities we obtain
i∂tv(t) = Av(t) + f1 e
−ik1t
√
2π
+ f2 e
−ik2t
√
2π
+ f12 e
−ipt
√
2π
, (A6)
where p = p1 − k1 − k2 and we have defined the auxiliary
vectors
f1,n =
√
2γn δ(p1 − k2), (A7)
f2,n =
√
2γn δ(p1 − k1), (A8)
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f12,n = −
√
2γn
N∑
m=1
1
2π
(
smp1
)∗(
smk1 + smk2
)
−
N∑
m=1
√
2γm
1
2π
(
smp1
)∗(
snk1 + snk2
)
. (A9)
Equation (A6) can be readily integrated. Taking the Fourier
transform in the time variable, we find
v(p2) = v1 + v2 + v12, (A10)
with the vectors
v1 =(k1 − A)−1f1 δ(p2 − k1), (A11)
v2 =(k2 − A)−1f2 δ(p2 − k2), (A12)
v12 =(p2 − A)−1f12 δ(p2 − p). (A13)
Introducing these relations into Eq. (17), and applying (11),
we get the expression (18) for Scp1p2k1k2 , with T cp1p2k1k2 given
by (19).
The problem with the previous standard derivation and the
final formula (19) is that it hides the exchange symmetry
between outgoing bosons p1 and p2. To recover this symmetry
we have to realize that it is possible to manipulate the
expression for sk to simplify all the sums. We begin by writing
the innards of sk explicitly,
(k − A) = E1/2k (1 + iww†)E1/2k , (A14)
in terms of a diagonal matrix Ek,nm = (k − n)δnm and the
unnormalized vector wn = √γn. Introducing the factor
αk = w†E−1k w, (A15)
we arrive at the expression
(k − A)−1 = E−1k
[
1 − i
1 + αk w
(
E−1k w
)†]
. (A16)
We can use this simplification to write
sk =
√
2
1 + iαk E
−1
k w, t
c
k =
1 − iαk
1 + iαk , (A17)
which shows that the chiral transmission coefficient is just a
phase.
We can achieve a similar simplification of the two-photon
scattering matrix identifying sums with scalar products,
∑
l
√
γns
n
p = w†sp =
√
2αp
1 + iαk , (A18)∑
n
(
snp
)∗
snk = s†psk =
2
(1 − iαp)(1 + iαk)βpk, (A19)
to first transform Eq. (19),
T cp1p2k1k2 =
tcp1
2π
√
2
(
w†sp2
)[
s†p1
(
sk1 + sk2
)]
+ t
c
p1
2π
√
2
(
s†p1 w
)[
sTp2
(
sk1 + sk2
)]
, (A20)
and then transform it to the final expression in Eq. (20).
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